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Abstract: Internet-of-Things (IoT) is an inevitable domain of technology that is going to capture the connectivity of the majority of the smart devices in the coming days supported by huge advancement in mobile computing. However, IoT still suffers serious security issues when it comes to performing extensive communication over a broad range of heterogeneous devices. A review of existing secure routing schemes shows that they are complex in operation overlooking the communication performance and resource-constrained factors. Therefore, the proposed system introduces a very novel, simple, and cost-effective, secure routing scheme that is not only capable of identifying the threats without any apriori information of adversary, but they are equally capable of isolating the threats from the connectivity of regular IoT nodes. The simulated outcome of the proposed system shows that it offers a better solution towards security in contrast to existing security approaches frequently exercised in IoT at present.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing proliferation of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in recent times owing to the progressive growth of mobile networks as well as mobile computing [1]. Basically, IoT can be briefed as a form of a global network that facilitates various systems to carry out either controlling or monitoring tasks by setting up a massive network of various devices [2]. Therefore, an IoT node can be considered to possess its sensing capability along with the capability to perform data transmission where specific event information is captured, processed, and forwarded by gateway node [3]. It will also mean that IoT consists of an amalgamation of heterogeneous network shrouded with various forms of security threats owing to its exposure to various networking protocols [4]. From the various routing schemes [5], IoT also offers various secure routing schemes, too [6]. Various forms of possible attacks in IoT are ranking based attack, sinkhole attack, hello flooding, wormhole attack, Denial-of-Service attack, neighbor attack, etc. [7]. Majority of the attacks targets to compromise the confidentiality, availability, and integrity factor in security, which always has an adverse effect over resource utilization, routing operation, and data processing mainly[8]. The existing security routing protocols are designed based on multihop routing [9], trust factor [10], acknowledge-based [11], group-based trust [12], collaborative trust [13], energy-aware trust [14], etc. However, all these secure routing schemes suffer from certain pitfalls. The first problem is related to the absence of standardization in secure communication while it also suffers from various computational complexity problems too. Another significant issue in the existing routing scheme is that resource constraints factors of the IoT nodes are not the part of considering while drafting secure routing schemes over the network layer. Apart from this, existing secured routing schemes in an IoT is also witnessed to use elementary procedures of security which is not enough for resisting complex forms of security threats in IoT. Problems still exist for setting up a secure routing scheme, stability factor of the routing scheme over the dynamic topology of mobile nodes, appropriate identification of the malicious node, the privacy of the location, etc. It is essential to know that secure routing protocols are very much crucial for error-free as well as resilience operation for the complete IoT environment. The most significant challenging factor associated with the existing secured routing scheme is to work out on a generalized security policy that can offer robust preventive measures against all forms of routing threats. The prime reason behind this is different adversaries bear specific attack launching strategy, and forecasting the nature of the severity of the attacker in upcoming communication is not feasible with respect to computational modeling. On the other hand, if there existing any form of a solution that can at least mitigate a maximum number of routing threats, then it will be somewhat possible to reduce the count of such attacks. Various forms of secure routing schemes have already been investigated e.g., trust management, encryption-based, and key management in an IoT environment. Therefore, the main motive of the proposed system is to evolve up with a completely novel solution that can not only perform intrusion detection but also perform intrusion prevention approaches. Section “A” discusses the existing literature where different security techniques towards offering resistivity in IoT have been presented, followed by a discussion of research problems in Section “B” and the proposed solution in “C”. Section II discusses about algorithm implementation followed by a discussion of result analysis in Section III. Finally, the conclusive remarks are provided in Section IV.

A. The Background
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The Internet of Things (IoT) is gaining more attention and can be seen in various outdoor and indoor applications such as home, vehicles, and wearable devices. IoT includes a huge number of interconnected devices (Things), which makes networking smarter and more sophisticated. With the increase in the number of IoT devices and applications, various security approaches have been introduced to make them more powerful and resilient against various attacks. The work carried out by Sathyadevan et al. [15] introduced lightweight authentication mechanism for IoT end-devices where gateway plays as a role of an edge computing node. The work of Shin et al. [16] offered a route optimization scheme based on Distributed IP Mobility Management to offer a key exchange, interactive authentication, and privacy preservation. Yin et al. [17] presented SDx paradigm based architecture and designed a distributed denial-of-service attack detection algorithm using threshold value obtained from cosine similarity of the packet-in vectors at the boundary of presented architecture switch ports. In the study of Ding et al. [18], the authors have focused on cryptographic based edge computing and presented another technique to explore information about collision attack. Falco et al. [19] suggested an artificial intelligence-(AI) oriented cyber risks estimation strategies to secure smart cities against cyber attacks. Sairam et al. [20] introduced a Network Function Virtualization-(NFV) based security function using a network edge traffic pattern to provide enhanced security in the IoT ecosystem. The study of Choi et al. [21] has used ontology modeling to provide security services in power IoT-cloud ecosystem. Zhang et al. [22] relay-aided vectorized-(RAV) approach to provide secure data transmission and communication under the influence of pilot contamination attacks-(PCA) in IoT networks. Nguyen et al. [23] presented a review work on a complete power exhaustion attack in energy constraints wireless network. George et al. [24] suggested a graph-based security risk evaluation framework for the industrial IoT system. The work of Mangia et al. [25] presented an energy-efficient security technique based on Block-Chain mechanisms for energy constraints nodes in the IoT network. Das et al. [26] used EllipticCurve Cryptography and key-agreement techniques to design a lightweight security mechanism for the IoT system. Sharma et al. [27] utilize the approach of behavior rule specification to design a misbehavior recognition scheme for a cyber-based IoT ecosystem. Dynamic characteristics obtained from creeping wave propagation is utilized in the study Wang et al. [28] to provide safeguard to on-body IoT devices. The study of Hsu et al. [29] adopted trigger-action programming to describe the risk associated with security attacks and presented a hidden attack detection model. An efficient and robust data aggregation scheme is used in the work of Swathi and Yoghish [30] for achieving data reliability in IoT. Bhandari and kirubanand [31] used a joint approach of symmetric-asymmetric encryption and Public Key Server to offer secure packet forwarding in IoT assisted applications. Similarly, the work of Oh and Lim [32] has presented an efficient routing protocol using the bloom filtering approach and improved rank concept. Tain et al. [33] have utilized the concept of Radio Frequency Fingerprint to resist Man-In-Middle-(MIM) security attack in industrial IoT. The study of Mangia et al. [34], discussed the effectiveness of compressed sensing for Low-cost security against known-plaintext attacks in IoT. The next section briefs about the problems associated with the existing security approaches in IoT.

B. The Research Problem

Significant research problems are as follows:

- **Existing security solutions are mainly based on complex encryption or sophisticated process of assessing the threat whose viability is not assessed appropriately.**
- **The majority of the research-based solutions are quite specific to particular threats, and thereby, their applicability over the large network with exponential threat is questionable.**
- **Attacks begin from compromising the control message, which should be secured while there are no such attempts to secure such essential control messages.**
- **There is a need to perform an effective threat analysis over multiple levels without any overhead, which cannot be witnessed in the existing system.**
- **Therefore, the problem statement of the proposed study can be stated as “Developing an effective and secure routing approach targeting to identify dynamic malicious patterns in any forms of threats to protect the resource-constrained IoT nodes is challenging task in routing operation.”**

C. Proposed Solution

The core aim of the proposed study is to develop a novel security approach for securing the routing operation exercised in an IoT environment. An analytical research methodology has been used for constructing the proposed system where the prime emphasis is to introduce a non-conventional mechanism of intrusion detection and prevention system in the IoT environment considering the fact that this protocol should be executed over the resource constrained IoT devices. Figure 1 highlights the proposed research methodology.

**Fig.1 Proposed Research Methodology**

As seen in Figure 1, it can be observed that there are two core modules involved in the entire design process viz. beacon assessment and selection of helper node. The study considers that devices are primarily wireless, and hence the majority of the threats are possible in the route discovery phases itself, and hence, beacons are required to be protected. The proposed system makes use of beacons which carry the messages (data packets) and command message for topology control. According to the logic introduced in the proposed system, it is considered that such internal operations are hard to
mimic and hence even if there are slighter chances that these messages are compromised, than the proposed system introduced a helper node which is also a normal IoT node responsible for forwarding the data packet and hence significant overhead for data dissemination can be resisted using this concept. The proposed system also introduces a unique threat analysis mechanism where two forms of progressive security protocols (primary and secondary) are constructed. This construction of the security protocol is meant for ensuring prevention of any form of malicious activity with an assumption that attackers are more greedy towards multiple links than compared to single links. Once the malicious nodes are ascertained, then the proposed system introduced a counterfeited node called a covert node, which is meant for broadcasting misleading routing information to the malicious node. Upon receiving the misleading route information, the malicious node spends its resources for the forged routes, and thereby, it drains its resources in this attempt. Hence, without using any cryptographic measures, the proposed system not only identifies attacker but also prevents them for any form of participation in routing.

II. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed system is implemented considering all the practical situation of the malicious intention of an adversary in an IoT communication environment. In reality, the IoT environment consists of multiple heterogeneous numbers of the sensor, actuators, etc. that are highly interconnected with each other in order to form a group of a specific form of network. Applying a common and generalized security protocol will not solve the purpose, and therefore, the system implementation of the proposed study is carried out in such a way that it can resist the majority of attack just on the basis of their malicious intention behind every communication/routing based operation. This section discusses the assumptions being carried out, backbone implementation strategy, implementation design, and algorithm execution flow.

A. Assumption Carried Out

The primary assumption of the proposed study is that no attacker node will launch its malicious program instantly when they are introduced in the network of an IoT. This assumption will retain the practicality of attacker nodes as they will not possess predefined information of security policies already running in the network. The secondary assumption of the proposed system is that attackers are selfish in nature, and their profit of attack is defined by more number of multiple links that are compromised. This assumption will ensure the strength of the attacker to be higher and widespread that will assist in evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed security solution. The tertiary assumption of the proposed system is those gateway nodes are challenging to be compromised, and hence, the attacker will be more focused on attacking the normal IoT nodes. This assumption will offer the inclusion of vulnerable situations of a massive number of IoT devices that are more exposed to vulnerability as compared to the gateway node, which is always less in number.

B. Backbone Implementation Strategy

The complete design of the backbone strategy of proposed implementation is carried out on the basis of the existing routing strategies practices in the IoT environment, which is basically meant for controlling network overhead. The proposed system uses a similar mechanism with an inclusion of a specific relay node called as helper node, which is responsible for performing forwarding of the beacons over the entire network of an IoT. The selection of the helper node is carried out by an IoT node where the helper node will also permit the necessary coverage for all the dual links of the adjacent IoT nodes. The contents of the beacons forwarded by the helper node will consist of data as well as a command to control the network for altering the topology as on-demand. This is carried out in order to maintain better reliability of the data transmission process for a dynamic network. The hello message consists of information about the adjacent IoT nodes that are forwarded to all the IoT nodes whose response creates a single link between the responder node and source node in IoT. This finally results in the construction of local information associated with dual links that consist of all node connectivity information. All this information is retained securely in a gateway node. The protocol also demands all the IoT nodes to perform a periodic selection of the helper node by forwarding the command to control the network, and this process results in recording all the IoT nodes that have already performed a selection of the helper node. This phenomenon will be utilized for the identification of the malicious node as all the malicious node will attempt to compromise an IoT node that has connectivity with the helper node. Once the helper node is compromised, then the attacker node will have full control over the distributed topology of an IoT node inside the simulation area. Therefore, the idea of the proposed study is that if there is any node found to offer an illegitimate request to the IoT nodes (that can be now easily found by exploring the internal message information), then the helper node advertise about an imaginary node called as covert node with a forfeited address in order to attract the malicious user. This is an interesting idea of resisting the attacker as the attacker will think a covert node as a medium to make an entry to the complete network without even knowing that there is no such real node exists. The attacker node will spend all its resources in order to invoke attack over a network that doesn’t exist at all while, on the other hand, the communication among the regular IoT nodes is continued.

C. Implementation Design

The complete implementation of the proposed system is based on the fact that it doesn’t assess the validity of the message forwarded by the helper node, but it assesses the degree of integrity by exploring the ranges of contradiction between the alteration in the topology and messages. Figure 2 highlights the possible network situation of a proposed system where it can be seen that immediate neighboring nodes of 1 are 2, 5, and 8 that act as the formation of a single link, while the second layer of neighboring nodes of 1 is 3 and 6. Therefore, according to the proposed system, node-1 can choose the helper node as 2 and 5 in order to protect the second layer of neighboring
nodes (i.e. 3 and 6). Consider the presence of an attacker node 8 who seeks to launch malicious programs on 1. In such a case, node 8 will need to advertise a counterfeited message that could consist of routing information of neighboring nodes of 8 itself i.e., 1, 3, 6, and Cx (Cx is a covert node). However, the possibility of declaring 2 and 5 are very less as they are already a part of immediate neighbor nodes of 8, as in such case, node-1 can perform the assessment by distinguishing the message of the IoT node 8 with that of 2 and 5 respectively. Therefore, the primary security protocol developed for this situation is that when a message has been broadcasted by an attacker node 8 that consists of information related to immediate neighboring nodes of node 8 then the node 1 is supposed to offer a confirmation that the IoT nodes specified by node-8 are not a part of its immediate neighboring nodes of node 1 itself. This fact can be assessed by evaluating the prior message to find if they forwarded a confirmation to the source node as its neighboring IoT node. At least one IoT node that has non-inclusion of the message such that node 8 should select some helper node in order to protect it. However, if all the IoT node starts selecting a surplus covert node than there are possibilities of overhead too, which can be controlled by a threshold point. Apart from this, the problem of surplus covert nodes can be controlled by the following manner: all the IoT nodes will be considering adding a covert node such that their distance is less than 2 or 3 links. In such a manner, the attack can never proceed beyond the specific links. The covert node for node 1 should never match with an immediate neighboring node of node 1 itself. A newly introduced device should broadcast its covert node followed by the calculation of primary security rule. Finally, all the updating operations are carried out over a specific duration of time. The interesting point of the proposed implementation strategy is that it completely discourages any form of the intruder (it may be a malicious node or a curious regular node) by assessing the contents from the link matrix. Hence, the computation and management of the link matrix are highly important, and this mechanism doesn’t even need to communicate or authenticate the same from gateway node, which means that it is highly cost-effective in its implementation over the real-world scenario. The next section briefs of the algorithm that is crafted to implement this proposed strategy of implementation.

D. Algorithm Execution Flow

In order to resist a regular IoT node for being exposed to malicious/compromised node or adversary in a dense IoT environment, the proposed algorithm basically aims for formulating a secure route planning which will facilitate the nodes to interact with only legitimate IoT nodes only. The proposed algorithm takes the input of A (area of deployment), d (density of IoT nodes), N (IoT nodes) that after processing yields an outcome of rtable (secured routing table). The steps of the routing table are as follows:

Algorithm for Secure Route Formation in IoT

Input: A (area of deployment), den (density of IoT nodes), N (IoT nodes)

Output: rtable (secured routing table)

Start

1. deploy rand(den)
2. Lmut  f1((x, y), A, N)
3. Hnodevec  f2(N, Lmut)
4. Nchooser  f3((N, c, rand)
5. For i=1: length(x)
6. ix=explore(d-R)
7. coverage(i)  length(ix)

End

9. [C, Cj]  [(x, y)](ix)
10. Establish connection (Lmut (x, y), N)
11. [rtable  f4((x, y), N, Lmut, Hnodevec)]

End

The discussion of the steps of the algorithm is as follows: Initially, an IoT nodes N are randomly deployed over a simulation area of A considering specific node density of den (Line-1). Once the nodes are deployed, the next step is to formulate a link matrix Lmut on the basis of positional values (x, y) of an IoT node, area A, and a number of IoT nodes N (Line-2). The complete link matrix is constructed.
considering the Euclidean distance between two IoT nodes where the neighbor nodes are decided on the basis of comparison of the distance between two nodes to be less than their respective transmission range R. This matrix also stores all the possible information of the single link and ensures that all the nodes are somehow connected to this single link. After the formation of the link matrix, the next step will be to determine helper node Hnodevec using an explicit function $f_2(x)$ that takes input of a number of IoT nodes N and link matrix newly constructed Lmat (Line-3). In order to determine helper node, the operation carried out by the respective function $f_2(x)$ are as follows: for all the IoT nodes N, the function extracts information of double links from the link matrix considering a set of two single links or node with two transmission vector found. The algorithm then finds the entire common single link and differentiates them from all the dual links adjacent IoT nodes. The intersection between two communication vector for single and dual links are extracted as $ix$ matrix. The next task of the function is to explore the coverage where the single links with specific node identity are extracted, followed by exploring the common nodes with dual links followed by sorting in order to generate a communication vector. This operation is also followed obtaining the identity of the adjacent IoT nodes along with exploring the IoT nodes with better coverage giving a yield of helper node vector or Hnodevec (Line-3). After the construction of the helper node vector is over, all the non-repeating Hnodevec are extracted, followed by the value of it. The next operation is to deploy covert IoT nodes as the prominent shield of security using another explicit function $f_3(x)$ considering the input of IoT nodes N, network constant c that generates a number of covert nodes required to be deployed as a matter of prevention (Line-4). For all the position of the covert nodes $(x_i, y_i)$ (Line-5), the proposed algorithm randomly deploy covert nodes considering the distance d between covert nodes and target node (relay node under attack). Only the distance d lesser than transmission range R is stored in $ix$ matrix (Line-6) followed by determining the coverage on the basis of length of this $ix$ matrix (Line-7). The algorithm then obtains the highest possibility of the coverage IoT node as a covert node. The algorithm then formulates forged matrix which, keeps on evolving involuntarily on the basis of attack intensity $[C_x, C_y]$, and this formulation is carried out over the index of the covered IoT node (Line-9). It will mean that it will be carried out by eliminating the target node, and thereby it protects disclosing the identity of the vulnerable node. This operation is followed up by establishing a communication connection between the next regular IoT nodes (Line-10) followed by updating of routing table rtable (Line-11), and this information is finally updated to all the other IoT nodes that are now reachable to all information about the regular IoT nodes in an IoT environment. The next section discusses about the results being obtained from the proposed system implementation.

### III. RESULT ANALYSIS

The scripting of the proposed study has been carried out in MATLAB, considering 50-100 IoT nodes spread randomly across 1100x1300m2 simulation areas. The assessment of the proposed system is carried out considering unique performance parameters i.e., size of average message and percentage of required helper nodes. The prime reason behind this is if the size of the average message is found to be degraded, then the presence of an attacker is still there, whereas the percentage of required helper nodes are required to be diminished. Apart from this, the outcomes are compared with the existing approach of Chze and Leong [35] that is found to be standard multi-hop routing in IoT

![Fig.3 Comparative Analysis of Size of Average Message](image3)

![Fig.4 Comparative Analysis of Helper Node Dependencies](image4)

A closer look into figure 3 and figure 4 shows that the proposed system offers lower overhead and higher security as compared to the existing approach. Much overhead is created due to the adoption of a multihop based authentication mechanism in the existing system, whereas the proposed system offers formation of link matrix where only the single formed links are considered for route establishment. Apart from this, an increase in node density is also found to offer better throughput, as seen in figure 3, while overhead is significantly controlled, as seen in figure 4, where the proposed system can continue offering robust security with a reduction in dependencies over helper node.

### IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel secure communication approach towards safeguarding data transmission among IoT devices. The significant contribution of the proposed system are as follows: i) the
proposed system has not used conventional security mechanisms e.g., trust, reputation, encryption, key management, etc. but yet it can offer similar resiliency in IoT routing operation, ii) the proposed system has introduced the concept of helper node and covert node without adding any form of external resources to facilitate an adequate security strength, iii) the secure routing scheme is first of its kind where both identification and prevention strategy is formulated in IoT, iv) the complete mechanism of identification of threats doesn’t have any dependency toward predefined information of threats. Our future work will be continued to further improve resiliency by using optimization schemes.
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